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With Injustice 2 doing quite popular on the gaming scene, WB Games is looking for a way to spice up the eSports scene for the game - and it's about to introduce some basic components that players can contribute and get something back for their troubles. The publisher announced that it has released a number of tournament shaders for the game, which gives many of its
characters additional glossy, gold outfits that make them look even more bad a pose than before. We have attached a gallery of images that show a number of these characters in action, as well as questions and answers directly from the company in terms of how tournament shaders can be bought and where they support the game. This is a great way to help the community, at
the same time get something cool for yourself! Check out the video above! Injustice 2 is now available for Xbox One and PlayStation 4. When will the Shader tournament be available? The Shader tournament will be available in-game for all characters on PS4 and Xbox One platforms starting July 31. How can I access the Shader gold tournament? The Shader Golden Tournament
can be accessed through the customized character screen. Select any available playable character on the menu, and then select Shader Selection for that character. The Shader tournament will be available for unlocking in the Shader Selection menu, and once unlocked will be available for the specific character for which it was selected. prevnext How much does the Shader
tournament cost? The Shader tournament can be unlocked for 5,000 source crystals per character. Source crystals can either be earned in the game or purchased for real money through PSN and Xbox One stores. What happens if two players play against each other with the same character who both use the Shader tournament? When two players fighting against each other
choose the same character from tournament Shader, Player 2 automatically wins silver, an alternative version of the Shader tournament is applied. This ensures that each player can distinguish his character from his opponent during the match.  prevnext What if I want to choose a silver alternative version of the Shader tournament for the character? The silver alternative version of
the Shader tournament can also be unlocked for 5,000 source crystals per character through the same steps as the gold shader tournament. How does Shader relate to Injustice 2 and public events? Part of the proceeds will go to support two tournaments and public events. prevnext Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or
tough) posts. But they are expensive. NetherRealm has released new shambolic for all the characters in the DC-themed combat game Injustice 2 - but expensive to unlock. The video below shows new gold tournament shaders for a variety of characters including Superman, Wonder Woman and Green Lantern. The idea is a fraction of the proceeds from sales goes to the injustice
of 2 tournaments and public events. The characters of the game look amazing in the shader tournament, but already fans have complained about the price of things. They cost 5,000 source crystals per character. You can earn Source Crystals in the game, or buy them for real money through PSN and Xbox One. You can't buy 5,000 source crystals for sure, so you instead have to
get three sets of 2000, which costs 2.37.It's worth noting that there is an alternative silver tournament shader. Reckon, what's thrown if you get the main gold? No. That's an extra 5,000 source crystals. This content is hosted on an external platform that will only be displayed if you are targeting cookies. Please turn on the cookies for viewing. As you would expect, players have
already worked out how much it will cost to unlock all the shaders for all the characters. There are 28 main characters as well as 10 DLC characters in Injustice 2, so 38 characters in total. That's 10,000 source crystals per character, or 380,000 crystals of common source. 150,000 Source Crystals costs 39.99 euros. Double this to get to 300,000 Source crystals, then add 50,000
for 15.99 euros, then 23,000 for 7.99 euros and 11,000 euros for 3.99 euros. That's 384,000 source crystals just under 108.Of course, most people don't want to get all the shaders for all the characters. Most of them are just a fancy tournament shader for your favorite character. In this case, grinding 5000 source crystals through a normal game is not too tough a task (Multiverse
mode is normal for source crystals). But the completionists, or those who want shaders for a handful of characters, might feel like it's all a bit of a rip-off, even if they contribute to the tournament scene. It doesn't help that NetherRealm hasn't said what percentage of revenue goes to the pro scene. Sometimes we include links to online retailers. If you click on one and make a
purchase we can get a small commission. For more information, click here. Read more about Injustice 2 Injustice 2 News Review (22) About author NetherRealm releases new shaders for all the characters in the DC-themed battle game Injustice 2, but they're pretty expensive to unlock. The nature of the game looks great in the shader tournament, but fans are already
complaining about the price of things. They cost 5,000 source crystals per character. You can't buy 5k Source Crystals, so you have to get three sets of 2K, which costs about $3.50. Players have already calculated how much it will cost all shaders for the characters. This means that 10,000 source crystals per character, with everything in mind, it equals 384,000 source crystals
less than $143. Most people won't get all the character shaders. But those who want shaders for a handful of characters will see that it's a bit of a rip-off, even if they contribute to the tournament scene. Read Next 1.01GB on PlayStation 4, Injustice 2 update 1.07 is now available for download, NetherRealm Studios announced. One of the biggest additions is the Shaders
tournament, which are available in the game for all characters starting today, August 1. In the Shader tournament frequently asked questions, he revealed that they can be unlocked for 5,000 source crystals per character. Part of the proceeds will go to support Injustice 2 tournaments and community events, they added. Players report that the update also adds Starfire (scheduled
for August) and Bizarro premiere skin, which Ed Boone previously teased: It's Bizzare .... OH, maybe he's an injustice 2 skin?!pic.twitter.com/BU2vZY94dT - Ed Boone (@noobde) July 26, 2017Here's gameplay and stage fixes are included with 1.07 (the correction symbol can be seen here): Common gameplay FixesGeneral improving stabilityMany move list fixes some
currency/mother box exploit sMany improving the stability of The King HillImprovements to AIAtta logiccks that face the invulnerability of Roll Escape are now in effect, as if they missed (previously it acted like a block)Flip Rack button can no longer activate the roll when you downedmedium attack and a heavy attack can no longer activate the roll when you are knocked down with
button shortcuts in the settings of the controllerFixed one frame window in which diagonals can be used for special when performing undo or wakeup attacks with input shortcuts installed on OffHolding directions no longer stores Installed on OnFixed be dropped on neutralFix for a single-window frame that can cause a dash in the wrong direction if the enemy has just performed
teleported problems with visual effects do not disappear properly after being dodged the projectile immune moveFixed bug causes some non-missile attacks can avoid the projectile immune movements in rare casesIs verified hot data app apply to immediately after download, when available There is currently an overflow warning that notifies the player when their overflow
fullAdded icons to show when playing with competitive mode or in tournament mode in the gameplay HUDImproved display of daily calls in the main menu Following changes previously disabled in competitive /tournament mode is now included for all modes : Atrocitus - additional damage added after Napalm Vomit attacks inside the combo will now use the correct combo when
the meter burned won't do do Adam Black - Adjusted Air Boot Stomp ability to be able to cross, When the opponent was in the corner of Brainiac - If the beta-kick character of Power is active when the throw escape occurs, he is destroyed by The Cold - No longer continues to receive the nature of the power meter while passing the Cyclotron ChargeSuperman - Air Heat Vision to
monitor the rise of Grab is now a hard knockdown to prevent him from being punished by a hit in certain circumstancesStage Specific FixesBatcave - Swing Fixed a rare problem to go beyond the stageBrainiac Ship - Drone interactionSpawn timer is now 4 seconds (from 2) Fortress of Solitude - Wall blow cooling interaction is now 4 seconds (from 3)Metropolis - Fixed error that can
cause the camera to Move away from the fighters when the interaction valve was usedKahndaq - Wall kick interaction cooling is now 4 seconds (from 3) Red Sun prison - Drone to cause interaction cooling now 4 seconds ( from 2) Will you get any tournament Shaders? Source: WB Games (1), (2), Reddit (1), (2), (3) youtu.be/wQT-11... Page 2 2 injustice 2 tournament shaders
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